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Food for Thought

Vision
To create a collaborative academic environment to foster
professional excellence and ethical values .

Mission
To develop outstanding engineers and professionals with
high ethical standards capable of creating and managing
global enterprises
To foster innovation and research by providing a stimulating learning environment
To ensure equitable development of students of all ability
levels and backgrounds
To be responsive to changes in technology, socio-

economic and environmental conditions
To foster and maintain mutually beneficial partnerships
with alumni and industry

MBA Department
Vision
To create an environment of excellence in management education to develop ethical profession-

als through inclusive growth.

Mission
To train future global business leaders with man-

agement and entrepreneurial skills
To foster continuous learning through research
To engage in ethical, sustainable and inclusive

practices in all activities.
To maintain symbiotic association with corpo-

rate, professional bodies and other stakeholders
Sketch by Student - Pallavi Lonare, MBA-I

“Skills Mission and Entrepreneurship”
A seminar was organized in association with PMA to
make students aware current jobs market and selfemployment. The session was guided by Mr. Sanjay
Gandhi who gave insights about gap between demand
and supply of skilled manpower. The seminar helped
students to understand various schemes proposed by
the government of India to promote entrepreneurship.

PMA Student Chapter
Activities
Session on
Industrial Revolution
Dr. Suresh Borkar introduced the concept of Industry 4.0 as a new face of the modern economy.

Session helped students to understand new concepts, new technologies and process related to
Industry 4.0 on enterprises performance and for
implementing and up scaling Manufacturing
Competitiveness.

Session on
ORGAN DONATION
Mr. Tejpal Batra addressed the students about importance of organ donation and how students can contribute
to this noble cause.
Batra sir appealed students to participate as a volunteers and create awareness of organ donation through role

Technology is, of course, a double edged sword. Fire can cook our food but also burn us.—Jason Silva

Campus to Corporate
Gillette India and Hindustan Times conducted pre placement
session for MBA students which included of a grooming session. Mock interview videos were shown to help students understand how to prepare for interviews. Also, they conducted
aptitude test for placement and internship.

Mr. Sajid Pathan discussed MIICA Systems expectations from students for placements. Afterwards the interviews
were arranged and few students got selected for GD. The topic for the group discussion was “Go to Market
Strategy”. Seven students were selected for SIP.

Euphoria 2K19

Dr. Kalyani Srinivas, HOD MBA Department addressed the gathering and appreciated the students for their two
years of contribution. The event was organized in order to motivate the students who have excelled during term
18-19. The token of love was given to the outgoing batch and outstanding students were honored with certifi-

cate of excellence.

Technology, like art, is a soaring exercise of the human imagination. -Daniel Bell

Experiential Learning at Big Bazaar
MBA I students of batch 18-20
got opportunity experience internship at Big Bazaar. The location for internship was Kothrud, Camp, Baner, Aundh,
Hinjawadi and Vishrantwadi.

Students handled the responsibilities and duties
in different sections like Food section, apparel
section, general merchandise section which includes home garnishing, utensils, crockery, cutlery, sports goods, toys, footwear and electronics
etc. They also interviewed store manager and
other employees of store to understand their level of preparation required, customers’ expectations from them, quality maintenance issues and
supply chain at store. They also observed pricing
and promotional strategies adopted by store to
attract customer.

“Technology is best when it
brings people together.”
-Matt Mullenweg

Certificate program on ‘Transactional Analysis’

Session started with meaning and definition as Transactional
Analysis is a social psychology developed by Eric Berne. An
activity of making a T shirt for own, explained the emotions
and life positions & life scripts. Dr.Hebalkar taught the different ego states, emotions & TA that are having applications in
counselling, education and organizational development. Role
play was presented by different groups to teach and make understand, improve qualities and abilities essential as a team
member and team leader as well.
Under stand and diagnose differ ent ego states
in corporate as well as personal life. Effective
communication building through TA. Understanding the Karpman’s Drama Triangle, social
model of human interaction i.e the connection
between personal responsibility and power in
conflicts, and the destructive and shifting roles
people play. This triangle maps a type of destructive interaction that can occur between people in conflict. Life Script analysis is the method
of uncovering the 'early decisions, made unconsciously, as to how life shall be lived.
Cross Cultural issues in Changing
Times

Mrs. Simathini Bhavsar Discussion in the
session was initiated with understanding of
concept of culture and factors that make a
culture in mind of an individual. It was followed by an activity that explained cultural
differences impact the surroundings and individual judgments.

Experience sharing

about different cultural beliefs, values, opinion, traditions and

languages was also

part of session, which helped to understand
culture models.

“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.” -Albert Einstein

Vidyarthi Vikas Mandal Events

Women Health Issues
7th March 2019
Session 1: Session one was star ted with the
formal inauguration and address by the Head,
MBA Department,Dr. Kalyani Srinivas. Dr.
Jadhav explained the importance of healthy life
through dance and exercise therapy. She dealt
with the demo on dance and exercise therapy.
Students enjoyed the session as there was orientation on various therapies on music.

Dr. Shilpa Jadhav (Speaker) & Dr. Kalyani Srinivas,
Head, MBA Dept. on the dais during session

Session 2:The second session was dealt by Mr.
Rahul Jadhav. Session was commenced with his
brief introduction to the audience. He has enlightened the audience on how to take care on
active and healthy lifestyle through healthy and
enriched diet.
Session 3:Thir dsession on Women’s Health Issues was dealt by Ms. Tejaswini Tathe. She
demonstrated the yoga and exercises which are
important for the healthy and balanced life. She
also emphasized that along with exercise, balanced diet is essential to maintain healthy life
style. Women need to have nutrition rich diet to
have anemia-free life. Healthy diet includes diet
to have anemia-free life. Healthy diet includes
fruits, vegetables, milk products, meat, eggs and
minimum of 8 hours sleep.

Dr. Shilpa Jadhav delivering her session Women’s
Health Issues

Felicitation of Dr. Rahul Jadhav (Speaker) by
Dr. Shubhangi Walvekar

Outcome : Students are aware about the
healthy lifestyle. They will certainly follow the
diet which will lead them to health benefits like
nutrition rich food specially they will learn to say
NO to fast food which has a bad effect on health.

Ms. Tejaswini Tathe delivering the session on Women’s
Health Issues

The only constant in the technology industry is change. -Marc Benioff

Vidyarthi Vikas Mandal Events
Stress Management
8th March 2019
Session 1: Session one was star ted with the
formal inauguration and address by the Head,
MBA Department,Dr. Kalyani Srinivas. Ms. Abhang has highlighted on the importance of stress
-free environment in today’s stressful work conditions in the Corporate life. She dealt with the
demo on certain meditation techniques to relieve the stress. The session proved to be an important activity for the MBA students who will
be soon joining the corporate life.
Session 2:The second session was dealt by
Ms. Puja Avachat. Session was commenced with
her brief introduction to the audience. She has
enlightened the audience on how change is required in today’s stressful life to get rid of routine activities. This will help the individual to
refresh to carry out the work further. She also
talked about Emotional Intelligence and its impact on individuals life. Positive EQ is a sign for
low stress.
Session 3:Thir dsession on Stress Management was dealt by Mr. Sunil Patil. He conducted
many ice-breaking games which helped to overcome day-to-day stress in life. The paper activity organized by Mr. Sunil Patil was thoroughly
enjoyed by the audience. demonstrated

Ms. Puja Avachat Delivering the speech on Stress Management

Mr. Sunil Patil interacting
with students

Ms.Naina Abhang delivering Session on Stress Management

Students listening to the session on Stress Management by
different speakers

Students& Faculties listening to the Stress Management
Lectures

“It's not a faith in technology. It's faith in people.” - Steve Jobs

Rotaract club activities Glimpses

Rotaract Youth Leadership Award[RYLA] -By Rotaract Club of Pune Kothrud Modern Managers

The students gained a lot of knowledge regarding
the industry and the skills required to exceed in the
industry. They learnt the importance of resume,
skills required to crack the interviews, importance
of workplace ethic, importance of foreign languages
in the industry, etc.

Rakshabandhan Celebration 2019 -By Rotaract Club of Pune Kothrud Modern Managers

Glimpses of International Workshop on
“Organizational Transformation through Industry 4.0”

M Pulse 2018-2019
M Srishti 2K19, Creating Competence
BRANDWIDTH
Mr. Deepak Khanna (GM, J K Cement Ltd.) inaugurating the event

Chart and Model making Competition:

M Srishti 2K19, Creating Competence

BRANDWIDTH
Share the Moment

Nishchay Munot (Event Head)
As an Event Head and a responsible member of the M-Pulse team, my experience was worth investing into different types of event coordination includ-

ing management games, entertainment fairs, etc. wherein participation of
various students through campaigning and advertising in different colleges
around the city, turned out to be set remarkably well.
An excellent team coordination helped the groups to perform really well and
win exciting prizes.
Our smooth and focused management team thus developed multiple, multitasking skills and lead the event towards great success..

Parmeshwari Sharma
A College Fest M-Pulse - M-Shrishti 2K19 “Brandwidth” was one of the selfdevelopment event for me. Here, me and my team took efforts for making it
an successful event. In this fest, I came across my own hidden marketing
skills. As a team leader and a member, I spoke to all of the members & batch
mates and found their hidden talents, likes and skills set they possess. With
their help and a good team M-Pulse was a great success with low budget.
Finance is one of the main aspect of any fest or event. Till the end we
were seeking for funds and at last we succeed and made it.
While making decorative props, the banners, charts we all forgot the time and
went on till 8 at night. Teachers joining us made us more enthusiastic. Showing interest in their student boosts them a lot. As our teachers are very much
keen in that ...... They helped us, stayed with us their till late, enjoyed,

laughed, mocked us, taught more good skills practically made it a great success and wonderful memory️

Mr. Suresh Borkar —

Mr. Deepak Khanna —
General Manager Marketing (JK Cement)

( Illinois Institute of Technology, USA )

Ms. Simantini Bhawsar - Freelance Trainer
Mr. Purushottam Darshankar —
Innovation and R&D Architect, Persistent Systems

Mr. Dhairya Nitin Pujara — Founder, CEO for Ycenter a Global Experiential Education organization

Mr. Sajid Pathan —
CEO-Co-Founder, Business Analytics Consulting Group

Amey Kalambe - 1.) Boxing Championship - Mayur Cup - Gold
2.) President Cup Maharashtra State Boxing Championship - Gold
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